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• Fusion is challenging because we need to achieve 
and maintain high pressures in the core of the reactor 
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• Fusion is challenging because we need to achieve 
and maintain high pressures in the core of the reactor 
to reach self-sustaining “burning” conditions

• Problem 1: heat is lost too quickly from the core 
because of turbulence 

• Temperature gradients between hot core and cool 
walls are more than 1000x steeper than gradients 
handled by reentry tiles on spacecraft


• Nature doesn’t like temperature gradients that 
steep! Gradients drive instabilities that produce 
turbulence 

• Heat is exhausted from the core and handled in the 
boundary region, where the field lines are “open” and 
intersect the walls

• Problem 2: if the boundary plasma is too hot, the 
heat exhaust will be dangerous to the device walls
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• Need a whole-device solution to these coupled core and 
boundary problems


• We need the core to be 10x hotter than the surface of the 
sun without melting the walls


• So what to do?


• Build bigger reactors (ITER, $$$): takes longer for heat to 
diffusively leak out


• Use stronger magnetic fields (SPARC/ARC): diffusion length 
~ 


• Find optimal designs that simultaneously reduce turbulent 
heat losses and have favorable heat exhaust handling


• Large design space, esp. for stellarators

1/B2

Fusion is hard
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“A sustained burning plasma at high power density is required 
simultaneously with a solution to the power exhaust challenge: 
mitigating the extreme heat fluxes to materials surrounding the 
plasma.”     - T. Carter et al, FESAC Long Range Planning report

ITER

SPARC

Landreman



• In 60+ years of fusion research, we have learned a lot about how to optimize our fusion 
experiments


• An interesting recent advance is the success of negative triangularity tokamak 
configurations


• Experiments on TCV and DIII-D have shown that negative triangularity improves core 
confinement while also eliminating dangerous boundary instabilities (ELMs), 
producing a potentially viable core-boundary solution


• This is promising, but we can’t always rely on being able to modify current experiments 
or build new ones to identify promising new regimes
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Improving the performance of fusion reactors.. with experiments



Improving the performance of fusion reactors.. with transport modeling

• Instead, we should think about how transport 
modeling and optimization could have foreseen 
the advantages of the negative triangularity 
regime


• Highcock, Mandell et al (2018) demonstrated the 
ability to perform tokamak optimization with self-
consistent MHD equilibria, gyro-fluid turbulence, 
and multi-scale transport solutions, all running 
inside an optimization loop 


• Optimization algorithm found negative triangularity 
to be optimal (more on this later)
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Validation vs design

• Gyrokinetic turbulence models have been carefully validated against experimental 
measurements


• This work is incredibly valuable, because we now know we can trust these models in many 
parameter regimes


• Validation exercises require precise, ultra-high-fidelity calculations and carefully-designed 
experiments


• A single ultra-high-fidelity turbulence simulation could be 10M core-hours
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• As we shift focus to design/optimization, validation-scale ultra-high-fidelity 
calculations are not practical 

• Can’t put a 10M CPU-hour simulation inside an optimization loop!


• Instead, to reduce cost we should think about trying to capture the physics that we 
know matters most, especially at reactor scales


• Focus on time to solution


• Example: In the core, reactor-scale turbulence will likely be dominated by “vanilla” ion-
temperature-gradient turbulence and critical gradient effects that we have studied/
simulated for 20+ years



Figure adapted from Stoltzfus-Dueck (2009)

Whole-device modeling, optimization, and design
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• Whole-device turbulent transport modeling and optimization are areas where high-performance 
computing can make a large impact on the success of fusion by enabling the design of more 
efficient fusion reactors. For a given reactor design, need to be able to model/predict:
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• Whole-device turbulent transport modeling and optimization are areas where high-performance 
computing can make a large impact on the success of fusion by enabling the design of more 
efficient fusion reactors. For a given reactor design, need to be able to model/predict:

• Fusion power, which is determined by macroscopic profiles of density and temperature in the core

Lang et al (2013)
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• Whole-device turbulent transport modeling and optimization are areas where high-performance 
computing can make a large impact on the success of fusion by enabling the design of more 
efficient fusion reactors. For a given reactor design, need to be able to model/predict:

• Fusion power, which is determined by macroscopic profiles of density and temperature in the core

• Boundary properties (pedestal height, heat load to walls, etc)

Lang et al (2013)
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• Whole-device turbulent transport modeling and optimization are areas where high-performance 
computing can make a large impact on the success of fusion by enabling the design of more 
efficient fusion reactors. For a given reactor design, need to be able to model/predict:


• Fusion power, which is determined by macroscopic profiles of density and temperature in the core


• Part 1: Core turbulence modeling with GX, coupled to Trinity multi-scale transport solver


• Boundary properties (pedestal height, heat load to walls, etc) 
 

Trinity
+

Figure adapted from Stoltzfus-Dueck (2009)
(Part 1)



Whole-device modeling, optimization, and design
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• Whole-device turbulent transport modeling and optimization are areas where high-performance 
computing can make a large impact on the success of fusion by enabling the design of more 
efficient fusion reactors. For a given reactor design, need to be able to model/predict:


• Fusion power, which is determined by macroscopic profiles of density and temperature in the core


• Part 1: Core turbulence modeling with GX, coupled to Trinity multi-scale transport solver


• Boundary properties (pedestal height, heat load to walls, etc)


• Part 2: Boundary turbulence modeling with Gkeyll

Trinity
+

(Part 1)

(Part 2)



Fusion is hard; modeling a fusion plasma is hard, too
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• A fusion reactor has an enormous range of scales. In the core, we have turbulence at micro-scales and 
background profile evolution (transport) at macro-scales, separated by several orders of magnitude 


• Extreme temperatures require a kinetic description (instead of fluid), which means solving a PDE in 5D 
(3x+2v, after averaging over fast gyromotion to get gyrokinetics)


• Modeling the full range of scales with a brute-force 5D+time discretization would then require 
 
 
 

• These problems require intense computational resources, but also clever multi-scale numerical 
algorithms and theory to enable tractable calculations

Lturb ∼ ρi ∼ 0.1 − 0.5 mm

τturb ∼ a /vti ∼ 10 μs

Ltransp ∼ a ≳ 1 m

τtransp ∼ τE ∼ 1 s

∼ 103 − 104

∼ 105

N ∼ ( Lturb

Ltransp )
3

(Nv ∼ 10)2 ∼ 1014 phase-space grid points in 5D

NFLOP ∼ 𝒪(N2)( τturb

τtransp ) ∼ 1033, which would require 1015 s on an exascale computer

slowly-varying background profiles

GYRO simulation, Candy

small-scale turbulence



Ltransp ∼ 104Lturb

τtransp ∼ 105τturb

Savings from using a multi-scale approach
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Barnes et al, 2010
Trinity
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Barnes et al, 2010

• Brute-force (global) approach: fine space-time mesh for entire domain, with  and , 
scales very poorly at reactor scale ( )

Δx ∼ Lturb Δt ∼ τturb
R /ρi ≫ 1

Trinity
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Barnes et al, 2010

• Brute-force (global) approach: fine space-time mesh for entire domain, with  and , 
scales very poorly at reactor scale ( )

Δx ∼ Lturb Δt ∼ τturb
R /ρi ≫ 1

• Trinity multi-scale approach (Barnes et al, 2010):

Trinity



Ltransp ∼ 104Lturb

τtransp ∼ 105τturb

102τturb

102Lturb

Savings from using a multi-scale approach
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Barnes et al, 2010

• Brute-force (global) approach: fine space-time mesh for entire domain, with  and , 
scales very poorly at reactor scale ( )

Δx ∼ Lturb Δt ∼ τturb
R /ρi ≫ 1

• Trinity multi-scale approach (Barnes et al, 2010):

• Can “zoom in” with small, local regions of fine grid (for turbulence) embedded in coarse grid (for slow profile 
evolution), in both space and time, drastically reducing the domain over which a fine space-time mesh is needed

• Asymptotically valid as we approach reactor scales

Trinity

local, flux-tube 
turbulence simulations
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Multi-scale transport algorithm

Q

∇T/T
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• The equilibrium profiles evolve due to diffusion-like equations
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• The equilibrium profiles evolve due to diffusion-like equations

• Trinity algorithm: Turbulent heat flux ~ diffusion coefficient

Q(∇T )
Critical gradient

Multi-scale transport algorithm

Q

∇T/T
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• The equilibrium profiles evolve due to diffusion-like equations

• Trinity algorithm:

1. Given the equilibrium profiles on a coarse radial grid at time , compute the 
turbulent heat flux through radial cell boundaries, , with GX calculations

tn

Q(ri, tn)

Turbulent heat flux ~ diffusion coefficient

Q(∇T )
Critical gradient

Multi-scale transport algorithm

Q

∇T/T
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• The equilibrium profiles evolve due to diffusion-like equations

• Trinity algorithm:

1. Given the equilibrium profiles on a coarse radial grid at time , compute the 
turbulent heat flux through radial cell boundaries, , with GX calculations

tn

Q(ri, tn)

2. Use the turbulent fluxes to advance the equilibrium profiles  on 
transport timescale (~s)

tn → tn + Δttransp

Turbulent heat flux ~ diffusion coefficient

Q(∇T )
Critical gradient

Multi-scale transport algorithm

Q

∇T/T
How do we compute ,

and how do we do it as

efficiently as possible?

Q



Modeling turbulence in fusion plasmas

• Turbulence in a fusion plasma (both core and boundary) is well-described by gyrokinetics 

• A kinetic description (where particle positions and velocities are tracked) is necessary because 
fusion plasmas are very collisionless


• A naive kinetic description would involve a 6D phase space, tracking PDF 


• E.g. Vlasov-Boltzmann-Maxwell system


• We can reduce the dimensionality by one velocity dimension by averaging out the high 
frequency particle gyration, tracking PDF 


• Effectively a transformation from discrete charged particles  rings of charge

f(x, y, z, vx, vy, vz)

f(x, y, z, v∥, v⊥)

→
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ρ = v⊥/Ω

v∥

Typical turbulence scale length

~ ion gyroradius ρi



Q = turbulent heat flux

Computing the turbulent fluxes
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Q = turbulent heat flux

Computing the turbulent fluxes

• The gyrokinetic (GK) equation is a 5D 
nonlinear PDE modeling turbulent 
fluctuations driven by gradients in the 
(fixed) background 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Q = turbulent heat flux

Computing the turbulent fluxes

• The gyrokinetic (GK) equation is a 5D 
nonlinear PDE modeling turbulent 
fluctuations driven by gradients in the 
(fixed) background 
 
 
 
 
 

• The turbulent heat flux  that is needed by 
Trinity is given by a velocity integral of 

, time-averaged over the turbulent 
statistically-steady state

Q

h
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Q = turbulent heat flux

Computing the turbulent fluxes

• The GK equation can be solved with standard 
PDE methods (in 5D!): finite difference, finite 
element, spectral, discontinuous Galerkin, etc


• However, most GK codes are often too expensive 
(~10k-100k CPU-hours) for use inside Trinity or in 
an optimization loop, where O(100)-O(1000) or 
more flux evaluations could be needed 

• This has led to the use of lower-fidelity models for 
the turbulence calculations to accelerate 
transport modeling


• But difficult to project to reactor-scale without 
first-principles
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• We didn’t always have the computing power we have now. In the before times (~25 years ago), a single 
nonlinear gyrokinetic simulation was too expensive. 


• Progress was made by the development of gyrofluid models by Hammett, Dorland, Beer, Snyder, Waltz, 
etc in the 90s


• Take moments of the gyrokinetic equation to get fluid equations (5D  3D) for density, momentum, 
temperature, etc


• Kept only ~6 moments  closure problem. In Beer-Hammett model, closures designed to fit kinetic 
dispersion relation (e.g. Hammett-Perkins Landau damping closure)


• However, gyrofluid models were inaccurate for nonlinear cases because of incomplete physics (e.g. 
zonal flows over-damped by closures, leading to 2-3x larger heat fluxes than GK, no Dimits shift)

→

→
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Gyrokinetic vs Gyrofluid

Dimits et al, 2000

origins of “Cyclone base case”


and “Dimits shift”Beer-Hammett gyrofluid (+)

gyrokinetic
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A classic problem…

(high fidelity)

(low fidelity)



Laguerre-Hermite pseudo-spectral velocity formulation

• Why stop at 6 gyrofluid moments? Mandell et al (2018) developed a formulation to extend the 
gyrofluid model to arbitrary number of moments, which is mathematically equivalent to full 
gyrokinetics 

• Expand the velocity dependence of distribution function in Laguerre and Hermite polynomial basis


• The spectral “modes”  are 3D (gyro)fluid moments, and can be defined via projection onto basis:


• The lowest order moments are directly related to the 6 gyrofluid moments from the (relatively 
successful) models from the 90s


• Spectral velocity representation  arbitrary number of coupled fluid moment evolution equations  
flexible fidelity between gyrofluid at low resolution and gyrokinetic at high resolution

Hℓ,m

→ →
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h( ⃗x , v∥, μ) = ∑
ℓ=0

∑
m=0

(−1)ℓ

m!
Lℓ(μB)Hem(v∥)e−v2

∥ /2−μBHℓ,m( ⃗x )

Hℓ,m( ⃗x ) = ∫ d3v
(−1)ℓ

m!
Lℓ(μB)Hem(v∥)h( ⃗x , v∥, μ)

(H0,0, H1,0, 2H2,0, 3H3,0, H0,1, H1,1) → (n, u∥, T∥, q∥, T⊥, q⊥)
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Winning the race

(high fidelity)

(low fidelity)

(flexible fidelity)
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What is GX?

• GX is a code for solving the nonlinear gyrokinetic system for low-frequency turbulence in 
magnetized plasmas, particularly tokamaks and stellarators


• GX uses Fourier-Laguerre-Hermite (pseudo-)spectral methods


• Main target is device design at reactor scale (rather than physics exploration or validation)


• Radially-local flux-tube approach is optimal in reactor limit of small 


• Simple Dougherty collision operator that is very efficient in Laguerre-Hermite basis


• GX is a GPU-native code


• Every algorithmic design decision made to target GPUs, the  
fastest computational platforms available today


• Single precision; fast transforms (e.g. FFTs)


• GX can produce useful turbulence simulations in minutes on one or a few GPUs


• Open source (pre-release): https://bitbucket.org/gyrokinetics/gx

ρ* ≡ ρi /R
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https://gx.readthedocs.io

https://bitbucket.org/gyrokinetics/gx
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Linear benchmarking: ITG instability (Cyclone)
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Cyclone base case parameters with Miller geometry
Adiabatic electrons Kinetic electrons

ITG TEM

ETG

Mandell et al, arXiv:2209.06731 (2022)
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Linear benchmarking: ITG-KBM transition
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Cyclone base case parameters with Miller geometry

ITG

KBM

Mandell et al, arXiv:2209.06731 (2022)
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Nonlinear tokamak benchmark (Cyclone, adiabatic electrons)
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adiabatic electrons adiabatic electrons

For nonlinear cases, 
Laguerre-Hermite 
velocity-space 
convergence is quite 
remarkable 

Mandell et al, arXiv:2209.06731 (2022)
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Nonlinear tokamak benchmark (Cyclone, kinetic electrons)
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kinetic electrons

Mandell et al, arXiv:2209.06731 (2022)
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Stellarator benchmarks: W7-X (adiabatic electrons)
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W7-X “bean” flux-tube stellarator benchmark 

(stella and GENE data from Gonzalez et al, 2021)

20 min on 1 GPU

46000 
core hours{

218 min on 1 GPU

Mandell et al, arXiv:2209.06731 (2022)
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Preliminary GX + Trinity simulation 
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8 radial cells


16 GX instances (2 per cell for a 
Jacobian calculation)


10 timesteps, 18 total evaluations 
(including intermediate


 Newton iterations)


18 x 16 = 288 nonlinear 

turbulence evaluations


~2 hours total on 16 GPUs (V100) 
(would be ~70% faster on A100)

JET experiment 

shot 42982


(1997 power record)

• The speed of GX makes once-daunting coupled turbulence-transport simulations manageable

Ti (keV)

r/a

t = 0.0 s

t = 0.03 s (Might have taken CGYRO+Trinity

 ~12 hours on ~4000 cores)
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Preliminary GX + Trinity simulation 
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8 radial cells


16 GX instances (2 per cell for a 
Jacobian calculation)


10 timesteps, 18 total evaluations 
(including intermediate


 Newton iterations)


18 x 16 = 288 nonlinear 

turbulence evaluations


~2 hours total on 16 GPUs (V100) 
(would be ~70% faster on A100)

JET experiment 

shot 42982


(1997 power record)

• The speed of GX makes once-daunting coupled turbulence-transport simulations manageable


GX+Trinity transport model can be used to predict and optimize core profiles for future 
fusion reactor designs!

Ti (keV)

r/a

t = 0.0 s

t = 0.03 s (Might have taken CGYRO+Trinity

 ~12 hours on ~4000 cores)



Summary of GX + Trinity work, and future opportunities

• GX is a fast, flexible-fidelity turbulence code for the core of fusion plasmas


• Takes advantage of advances in both algorithms (spectral) and 
hardware (GPU) 


• Ideal tool for scoping/design calculations in large parameter spaces


• Ongoing work: Investigating algorithms/models to reduce timestep 
restriction from fast electron dynamics


• Implicit-explicit schemes, analytically removing fast electron motion 
via mass-ratio expansion, bounce/flux-surface averaging, etc


• Coupling GX to Trinity enables transport time-scale simulation for reactor 
scales at manageable cost 

• Multi-scale algorithm is many orders of magnitude better than brute-force 
approach


• Enables high-fidelity core transport calculations in O(1 hour) on O(10) 
GPUs, allowing use in optimization frameworks


• Even higher fidelity calculations (e.g. evolving more transport channels, 
higher resolution, more species, etc) in O(1 day) on O(100) of GPUs
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Trinity
+

https://gx.readthedocs.io

https://bitbucket.org/gyrokinetics/gx



JET experiment 

shot 42982


(1997 power record)

Ti (keV)

r/a

t = 0.0 s

t = 0.03 s

28

Thinking on the edge
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Thinking on the edge
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What about the edge boundary condition?
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The boundary is crucial to reactor performance
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The boundary is crucial to reactor performance

• In today’s fusion experiments, achieving good performance usually requires H-mode

• H-mode occurs when a transport barrier forms at the edge of the core, enabling a steep-gradient region that 
lifts up the profiles in the core (as if they were standing on a “pedestal")
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The boundary is crucial to reactor performance

• In today’s fusion experiments, achieving good performance usually requires H-mode

• H-mode occurs when a transport barrier forms at the edge of the core, enabling a steep-gradient region that 
lifts up the profiles in the core (as if they were standing on a “pedestal")

• The formation of the H-mode transport barrier (the L-H transition) is still not well-understood

• In some cases we may want to avoid H-mode, e.g. to avoid ELMs. Need to be able to model/predict this too.

• Need to be able to confidently predict/optimize edge temperature of reactor designs
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Kinsey et al. Nucl. Fus. 2011 



The boundary heat exhaust problem is a potential show-stopper

• Heat exhausted in boundary could damage divertor plates 
if heat flux width is too narrow


• Major problem at reactor scale


• Turbulence in the boundary could help by broadening the 
width of the heat flux channel


• Several of the current state-of-the-art boundary simulation 
codes (like SOLPS) are 2D fluid codes with a crude 
empirical diffusion model to represent turbulence


• Good for interpretive modeling in support of current 
experiments, but not predicting future experiments, 
especially hotter reactor-scale devices where fluid 
approximations will break down 


• Need first-principles models to model/optimize 
turbulent broadening of boundary heat flux
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Figure adapted from Stoltzfus-Dueck (2009)

HEAT
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Modeling the boundary presents new challenges

• Because of the steep gradients in the boundary, there is not much scale separation 
between turbulence and transport


• Can’t use a multi-scale approach like we did in the core


• Additional complications: boundary plasma has large-amplitude fluctuations, open field 
lines, plasma-wall interactions, X-point geometry, neutral/atomic physics, transition 
from kinetic to fluid regimes  need specialized gyrokinetic codes for the boundary 

• Electromagnetic effects also important, especially in steep-gradient region, but 
including self-consistent magnetic fluctuations very challenging  until recently, 
gyrokinetic simulations on open field lines neglected magnetic fluctuations

→

→
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Lturb ∼ ρi ∼ 0.5 mm

τturb ∼ 1 μs

Ltransp ∼ Lp ∼ 1 cm

τtransp ∼ τELM ∼ 0.01 − 0.1 s

Boundary:
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: a gyrokinetic model for the boundary
• Gkeyll was first successful continuum (i.e. not particle-in-cell) GK code on 

open field lines


• Specialized to handle large-amplitude fluctuations, plasma interaction 
with walls, etc


• We developed an energy-conserving discontinuous Galerkin (DG) 
discretization scheme for Hamiltonian systems (like GK)


• DG methods are highly local, highly parallelizable, allow high-order 
accuracy, and enforce local conservation laws


• Hakim, Hammett, Shi, Mandell, arXiv:1908.01814 (2019)


• Developed a novel scheme to add magnetic fluctuations to Gkeyll, 
creating a first-of-a-kind electromagnetic gyrokinetic model on open field 
lines


• N. R. Mandell et al, JPP 2020 

• A. Hakim, N. R. Mandell, et al, PoP 2020 

• N. R. Mandell, Princeton Ph.D. thesis 2021 (arXiv:2103.16062) 

• Key advance: Numerical scheme designed to avoid troublesome 
numerical headaches found in many EMGK codes for 20+ years (Ampere 
cancellation)


• Key advance: Developed boundary conditions to stably model open-
field-line effects on magnetic fluctuations, which can modify 
electromagnetic instabilities (this caused problems in previous efforts)

https://github.com/ammarhakim/gkyl/


https://gkyl.readthedocs.io


https://gkyl.readthedocs.io/en/latest/gkyl/pubs.html
32
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Modeling the NSTX SOL with 

• For now, we take a simple helical model of NSTX SOL


• Simple magnetized torus (SMT) geometry (like Helimak or TORPEX)


• Field-aligned simulation domain that follows field lines from bottom 
divertor plate, around the torus, to the top divertor plate


• All bad curvature  interchange instability, blob dynamics


• Parameters from NSTX H-mode SOL
 Mandell | PPPL | Oct 2022 |

≈

Carralero et al, 2015

/Blob
b

y

x
z
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Modeling the NSTX SOL with
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Modeling the NSTX SOL with
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• Open-field-line region only
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Modeling the NSTX SOL with
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• Open-field-line region only

• Simplified helical geometry with vertical flux 
surfaces, const curvature and no shear

≈
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Modeling the NSTX SOL with
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• Open-field-line region only

• Simplified helical geometry with vertical flux 
surfaces, const curvature and no shear

• Model flux of heat and particles across 
separatrix with source

≈
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Modeling the NSTX SOL with
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• Open-field-line region only

• Simplified helical geometry with vertical flux 
surfaces, const curvature and no shear

• Model flux of heat and particles across 
separatrix with source

• To examine EM effects, do a parameter 
scan of  at fixed temperature 
( ) by scaling source 
particle rate by factor 

β
Tsrc = 70 eV

̂n

• Base case ( ) corresponds to 
“nominal” experimental heating power, 
with 

̂n = 1

PSOL = 5.4 MW

≈

50ρs ∼ 15 cm

× ̂n = {1, 2, 3.5, 5}∼ β
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Modeling the NSTX SOL with
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• Open-field-line region only

• Simplified helical geometry with vertical flux 
surfaces, const curvature and no shear

• Model flux of heat and particles across 
separatrix with source

• To examine EM effects, do a parameter 
scan of  at fixed temperature 
( ) by scaling source 
particle rate by factor 

β
Tsrc = 70 eV

̂n

• Base case ( ) corresponds to 
“nominal” experimental heating power, 
with 

̂n = 1

PSOL = 5.4 MW

• Boundary conditions: 

• perfectly conducting walls 
( ) in radial direction, x ϕ = A∥ = 0

• periodic in binormal direction, y 

• conducting sheath model BC along 
field line, z

• reflects low energy electrons, allows 
sheath current fluctuations

≈

50ρs ∼ 15 cm

× ̂n = {1, 2, 3.5, 5}∼ β
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Simulation results: midplane electron density and electrostatic potential

⃗B 0 = B0 ̂z
x

y

b

• Density blobs propagate radially 
outwards (interchange instability)


• Similar density structures in both 
low  ( ) and high  ( ) 
cases


• In low  ( ) case, tendency 
towards monopole potential 
structures causes blobs to spin

β ̂n = 1 β ̂n = 5

β ̂n = 1

†
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̂n = 1 (low β) ̂n = 5 (high β)

 Angus et al, Phys. Plasmas (2012)† Mandell et al, PoP (2022)
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Simulation results: midplane electron density and electrostatic potential

⃗B 0 = B0 ̂z
x

y

b

• Density blobs propagate radially 
outwards (interchange instability)


• Similar density structures in both 
low  ( ) and high  ( ) 
cases


• In low  ( ) case, tendency 
towards monopole potential 
structures causes blobs to spin
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β ̂n = 1

†
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̂n = 1 (low β) ̂n = 5 (high β)

 Angus et al, Phys. Plasmas (2012)† Mandell et al, PoP (2022)
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Increased cross-field transport broadens electron heat flux to endplates

• Noticeable broadening of radial profile of electron heat 
flux to endplates as  increases, peak decreases 
~25%


• Electron cross-field (perpendicular) heat flux slightly 
increases by ~10% in high  cases, consistent with 
broadening 


• Differences in heat flux profiles between electrons and 
ions reflect differences in the competition between 
parallel and perpendicular transport


• Electrons flow much more quickly to endplates, so 
there is less perp. spreading of heat

β ∼ ̂n

β
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electronsions

Q∥(x) = ⟨∫ d3v v∥(mv2/2 + qΦ)
z=zend

⟩y,t
Heat flux to endplate:

Q⊥ = ⟨p̃ṽr⟩ + ⟨q̃∥b̃r⟩
Perp. heat flux near midplane:

increasing β

Mandell et al, PoP (2022)
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Exceeding the ideal ballooning limit?

• Examining the ideal ballooning parameter, , the ideal limit at  is exceeded in the 
steep-gradient region of the high-beta simulations


• Meanwhile, the pressure gradient scale-length ( , where ) is relatively constant as  is increased


• This is surprising! Might expect that as heating is added and the pressure profile approaches the ballooning 
limit, the turbulence will become stronger and broaden the profile so as to increase  to keep  
below the ballooning limit


• We have recently developed a novel theoretical explanation (details in back-up slides if interested)

α = L2
∥ β/(π2RLp) α = 1

Lp ∇p ∼ p/Lp β

Lp α ∝ β/Lp < 1
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Mandell & Hammett, in prep



Interaction between magnetic field lines and plasma

• Magnetic field lines in plasma behave like taut strings


• The field lines can be “plucked” by plasma motion
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visualization
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Field line bending and ballooning with partial line-tying
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y
x

⃗B 0 = B0 ̂z

̂n = 5

⃗B 0

⃗B 0 = B0 ̂z
x

y

⃗B 0

b
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Field line bending and ballooning with partial line-tying
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Field line bending and ballooning with partial line-tying
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y
x

⃗B 0 = B0 ̂z

̂n = 5

⃗B 0

⃗B 0 = B0 ̂z
x

y

⃗B 0

b

• Blobs bend/stretch magnetic field lines

• Finite sheath conductivity allows footpoints to 

slip at endplates, so line-tying is only partial

• Abrupt jumps  reconnection?

• Finite ballooning

→
k∥ →



Ongoing Gkeyll development work to enable predictive capability
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Ongoing Gkeyll development work to enable predictive capability

• A number of key developments in progress that will improve the realism of Gkeyll boundary 
physics simulations, allowing validation of the code with experimental results and enabling 
reactor-relevant predictive modeling

 Mandell | PPPL | Oct 2022 | 40
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Ongoing Gkeyll development work to enable predictive capability

• A number of key developments in progress that will improve the realism of Gkeyll boundary 
physics simulations, allowing validation of the code with experimental results and enabling 
reactor-relevant predictive modeling

• Can now model open-field-line geometry with magnetic shear and realistic shaping

• Magnetic shear reduces SOL transport (Mandell et al, PPCF 2022)

• Challenge: the X point is a coordinate singularity in the usually-efficient field-
aligned coordinate system we prefer, but X point is needed for experimentally-
relevant investigations of heat flux width and advanced divertor configurations
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X point
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Ongoing Gkeyll development work to enable predictive capability

• A number of key developments in progress that will improve the realism of Gkeyll boundary 
physics simulations, allowing validation of the code with experimental results and enabling 
reactor-relevant predictive modeling

• Can now model open-field-line geometry with magnetic shear and realistic shaping

• Magnetic shear reduces SOL transport (Mandell et al, PPCF 2022)

• Challenge: the X point is a coordinate singularity in the usually-efficient field-
aligned coordinate system we prefer, but X point is needed for experimentally-
relevant investigations of heat flux width and advanced divertor configurations

• Closed + open field line simulations now possible (Francisquez et al, 2021)

• Enables studies of coupled dynamics of edge/pedestal and boundary heat exhaust
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Francisquez et al (2021) X point
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Ongoing Gkeyll development work to enable predictive capability

• A number of key developments in progress that will improve the realism of Gkeyll boundary 
physics simulations, allowing validation of the code with experimental results and enabling 
reactor-relevant predictive modeling

• Can now model open-field-line geometry with magnetic shear and realistic shaping

• Magnetic shear reduces SOL transport (Mandell et al, PPCF 2022)

• Challenge: the X point is a coordinate singularity in the usually-efficient field-
aligned coordinate system we prefer, but X point is needed for experimentally-
relevant investigations of heat flux width and advanced divertor configurations

• Closed + open field line simulations now possible (Francisquez et al, 2021)

• Enables studies of coupled dynamics of edge/pedestal and boundary heat exhaust

• Neutral modeling (Bernard et al, PoP 2022)

• Important for accurate modeling of boundary fueling and recycling

• Enables studies of detachment, a possible solution to the heat exhaust problem at 
reactor scale
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Bernard et al (2022)
Francisquez et al (2021) X point



A whole-device transport model

• We can develop a whole-device transport model with 
GX+Trinity in the core and Gkeyll in the boundary


• Will be able to directly study impact of changes in core 
confinement on boundary exhaust


• Will be able to directly study impact of boundary exhaust 
solutions (like detachment) on core confinement


• Open questions:


• How tightly coupled are the core and the edge? Do we need to 
run a Gkeyll simulation every Trinity timestep, or can we update 
the edge less frequently?

 Mandell | PPPL | Oct 2022 | 41
Trinity

+



The goal: whole-device transport optimization

• Each whole-device calculation can compute key figures of merit to be 
optimized for a fusion reactor design 


• Total fusion power, energy confinement time, heat load to walls, etc


• In a tokamak core, there are ~20 shaping parameters that could be 
varied simultaneously; order of magnitude more in a stellarator


• In the boundary, could start with a few candidate divertor 
configurations


• Parallel optimization algorithm could run O(10)-O(100) shapes 
simultaneously
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Transport optimization is possible!

• Preliminary design study (Highcock, Mandell, Barnes, Dorland (2018)) found negative triangularity to be optimal in 
core


• Used a lower-fidelity precursor to GX (gyrofluid model w/ some GK extensions), coupled to Trinity


• 18 shape design evaluations      =     8680 nonlinear calculations      =     3000 GPU node hours 

• 91% improvement in fusion power per unit volume from going to negative triangularity 

• Consistent with TCV and DIII-D experimental results showing confinement improvement with negative triangularity 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Highcock, Mandell, Barnes, Dorland (2018)

91% increase in P/V



Need for transport in the optimization loop

• There are several groups working on 
stellarator optimization


• Focus is primarily on optimizing 
neoclassical transport, coil complexity, 
etc; turbulent transport not currently 
included


• Landreman et al showed an optimized 
quasi-axisymmetric (QA) stellarator at 
Sherwood conference. What if we used 
this design to build a JET-sized QA 
stellarator?


• Trinity+GX calculation shows that 
critical gradient is much smaller than in 
JET  poor performance!


• This shows the need for putting 
transport in the optimization loop! 

• Collaborations with SIMSOPT and 
DESC groups have begun 

→
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This would be bad!

Landreman, SIMSOPT (Hidden Symmetries)



Summary

• I have presented a whole-device framework for modeling turbulence and transport in fusion 
reactors


• GX models core turbulence with spectral methods on GPUs, and couples to a transport solver 
like Trinity to form a multi-scale core transport model 

• Gkeyll models boundary turbulence with discontinuous Galerkin methods and a first-of-a-
kind kinetic scheme that includes magnetic fluctuations 

• Still work to do, but we can achieve whole-device transport modeling and optimization to 
design better fusion reactors
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https://github.com/ammarhakim/gkyl/


https://gkyl.readthedocs.io/
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GX approach: Laguerre-Hermite pseudo-spectral velocity formulation
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GX approach: Laguerre-Hermite pseudo-spectral velocity formulation
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GX approach: Laguerre-Hermite pseudo-spectral velocity formulation

parallel phase-mixing 
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Hermite spectra

• Need more Hermite resolution in kinetic electron case
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kinetic electrons

adiabatic electrons

Wg,s(m) =
X

`

Z
|Gs

`,m|2 dx dy dz



Multi-GPU scaling
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Conducting-sheath boundary condition 

• Need to model non-neutral sheath using BCs (GK assumes quasi-neutrality, cannot 
resolve sheath)


• Sheath potential should reflect low energy electrons


• Solve Poisson equation on  boundary to get , then use 
 to reflect electrons with  

 

• Potential self-consistently relaxes to ambipolar-parallel-outflow state, and allows 
local currents in and out of wall (unlike “logical” sheath model)

z ϕsh(x, y) ≐ ϕ(z = zsh)
Δϕ = ϕsh − ϕw mv2

∥ /2 < |e |Δϕ

51

�r? ·
X

s

msn0s

B2
r?�(z = zsh) =

X

s

qs

Z
d3v fs(z = zsh)

E. Shi



Sheath boundary condition for electrons

(a) Outgoing electrons with  are lost 
into the wall 


(b) Rest of outgoing electrons  are reflected back 
into plasma

v∥ > vcut = 2eΔϕ/m

0 < v∥ < vcut

52

Ions: Assuming positive sheath potential (relative to wall), all ions are lost

E. Shi
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Exceeding the ideal ballooning limit

• Examining the ideal ballooning parameter, , the ideal limit at  is exceeded in the 
steep-gradient region of the high-beta simulations


• Meanwhile, the pressure gradient scale-length ( , where ) is relatively constant as  is increased


• This is surprising! Might expect that as heating is added and the pressure profile approaches the ballooning 
limit, the turbulence will become stronger and broaden the profile so as to increase  to keep  
below the ballooning limit


• Theoretical explanation for this surprising result is subject of next several slides

α = L2
∥ β/(π2RLp) α = 1

Lp ∇p ∼ p/Lp β

Lp α ∝ β/Lp < 1
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Interchange instability

• The main instabilities in the SOL are expected to be of the interchange type


• Bad curvature in a tokamak can give an effective gravity from the curvature 
drift, resulting in the interchange (or flute) instability 
 
 
 

• Ideal interchange instability gives  modes with k∥ = 0
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⃗E

⃗v E

⃗v E

⃗B 0 = B0 ̂z
x

y

γint =
2cs

RLp

Goldston & Rutherford, 1995
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Ideal MHD interchange-ballooning equation

• If we also allow the field lines to bend, we will get ballooning-type instabilities. Line-bending is 
stabilizing because it takes energy to bend the field lines.


• Ideal MHD interchange-ballooning equation with diamagnetic effects in helical geometry 
without shear: 
 
 

• This equation contains the ideal interchange mode: take , which gives 



• To get something other than ideal interchange, need something with finite , at least 
somewhere


• If field lines are perfectly tied at the ends, so that , the allowable 
parallel wavelengths are , which gives (taking  and the limit ) 
 
 
 
This is the standard ideal ballooning mode, which is unstable for 

k∥ = ω* = kx = 0
� = �int

k∥

φ(z = ± Lz /2) = 0
k∥ = ℓπ/Lz ℓ = 1 ω* = kx = 0

α > 1
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• Now consider the case where the field lines end on conducting plates, so that a sheath forms


• At zeroth order we have the Bohm sheath potential with , but a fluctuation in the sheath potential will 
result in a fluctuating electron current into the sheath [1,2]


• We can use this as a boundary condition for the ballooning equation 
 
 
 

• Now the system for the interchange-ballooning mode with sheath effects is 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
where we have defined a new parameter , which is effectively a measure of sheath conductivity 


• Small  (insulating sheath) allows field lines to slip at the sheath entrance


• Large  (conducting sheath) gives strong line tying to the endplates

j∥ = 0

ω̂s

ω̂s

ω̂s

j̃∥e = σe∫
vc0+ṽc

vc0

dv∥ v∥Fe = σneecs
eϕ̃
Te0

(σ = ± 1)

!̂s =
!s

�int
=

2cs
k2?⇢

2
sLk�int

↵ =
L2
k�

RLp
�̂ =

�

�int

[1] Kerner et al 1997 Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 39 1101

[2] Myra et al 1997 Phys. Plasmas 4 1330

Modification due to sheath boundary conditions
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• Let us examine various limits in the cold ion ( ) and local  limit.


• Ideal interchange, , is recovered in the zero sheath current (high sheath resistivity) limit , 
which results in  from the boundary condition


• This is effectively the logical-sheath boundary condition (which imposes no net sheath current, 
)


• Electrostatic limit ( , no line bending)


• The dispersion relation reduces to 
 
 

• Sheath current stabilizes the interchange mode (connection to sheath shorts out charge polarization 
in pressure perturbation)


• This sheath stabilization requires current fluctuations into sheath, so it is not captured by logical-
sheath ( ) BC

ω* ≪ 1 (kx ≪ ky)

̂γ = 1 (ωs ≪ γint)
k∥ = 0

j∥ = 0

α → 0

j∥ = 0
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Sheath-modified interchange-ballooning instability

!̂s =
!s
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=

2cs
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2
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Krasheninnikov et al 

~ sheath conductivity



• Let us examine various limits in the cold ion ( ) and local  limit


• Ideal MHD (ballooning) limit: take , which gives perfect line-tying. This gives , 
and we recover 

ω* ≪ 1 (kx ≪ ky)

ω̂s → ∞ k∥ = ℓπ/Lz
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Sheath-modified interchange-ballooning instability
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~ sheath conductivity

�̂ =
p
1� 1/↵

γ/γint

sheath stabilization of interchange 

in electrostatic limit

ws=0
ws=0.1
ws=1
ws=10
ws=100

ws->Inf
� � � �

���

���

���

���

���γ/γint

α

ωs = 0
ωs = 0.1 γint

ωs = γint

ωs = 10 γint

ωs = 100 γint

ωs = ∞
ideal ballooning (ω̂s ≫ 1)

ideal interchange ( )ω̂s ≪ 1

for finite , there is always some interchange-like 
instability due to incomplete line-tying

ω̂s



Local limit , (kx ≪ ky) ω̂s = 0 Local limit , (kx ≪ ky) ω̂s = 0.05/(k2
⊥ρ2

s )
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Including diamagnetic effects
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• FLR effects from diamagnetic terms ( ) give stabilization at large  


• Showing , which comes from simulation parameters


• Finite sheath current ( ) stabilizes interchange-like mode for small , but only below the ballooning limit ( )


• From this, would still expect small  modes to drive significant transport upon crossing 

ω* kyρs

ω̂* = − 2.5kyρs

ω̂s kyρs α ≤ 1

kyρs α = 1

Diamagnetic stabilization ( ) at large ω* kyρs

Logical ( ) sheathj∥ = 0 Conducting ( finite) sheathj∥ =
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Including non-local effects
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• Standard ballooning mode theory is in the radially local limit, where the gradients varying over a 
width  can be assumed constant on the scale of the mode, i.e. 


• The steep pressure gradient region in our simulations is relatively narrow, so non-local effects 
accounting for the radial variation of  may be important


• The eigenfunction needs to localize in the narrow steep-gradient region


• Rogers & Drake (1999)  showed that outside the steep-gradient region, the eigenfunction has 
the form , which can stabilize the ballooning mode

∼ δ kyδ ≫ 1

α(x)

†

φ(x) = exp( − |ky |x)

2δ ∼ 0.02 m

 Rogers & Drake, Phys. Plasmas (1999)†
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Including non-local effects
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• Using this to compute an eigenfunction-averaged , 
and taking , gives strong stabilization of long-
wavelength ballooning modes (with finite sheath current)


• Weak dependence of instability on  is consistent with 
simulation results

αeff
kx ∼ ky

α

2δ ∼ 0.02 m

Long-wavelength ballooning modes are 

stabilized by non-local effects

Local limit , (kx ≪ ky) ω̂s = 0.05/(k2
⊥ρ2

s ) Non-local limit , (kx ∼ ky, α → αeff) ω̂s = 0.05/(k2
⊥ρ2

s )
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Including non-local effects
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• Using this to compute an eigenfunction-averaged , 
and taking , gives strong stabilization of long-
wavelength ballooning modes (with finite sheath current)


• Weak dependence of instability on  is consistent with 
simulation results

αeff
kx ∼ ky

α

2δ ∼ 0.02 m

Long-wavelength ballooning modes are 

stabilized by non-local effects

Local limit , (kx ≪ ky) ω̂s = 0.05/(k2
⊥ρ2

s ) Non-local limit , (kx ∼ ky, α → αeff) ω̂s = 0.05/(k2
⊥ρ2

s )



The discontinuous Galerkin method

• We use the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method to discretize the full-f gyrokinetic 
equation in Gkeyll


• Class of finite-element methods with discontinuous basis functions to represent 
solution in each cell


• Highly local, highly parallelizable, allows high-order accuracy, enforces local 
conservation laws


• Can use limiters for stability (as in FV)
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DG for general Hamiltonian system

Define phase-space velocity , write in conservative form as


DG weak form:


• divide global phase-space domain into cells


• multiply GK eq. by a test function  and integrate (by parts) over cell   
 

      


• Particle conservation by taking        


• Energy conservation by taking , requires  to be continuous!

⃗α = { ⃗Z , H}

wi Cm
Z

Cm

d~Z wi
@f

@t
+

I

@Cm

dS w�
i
\f~↵ · ~n�

Z

Cm

d~Z f~↵ ·r~Zwi = 0

w = 1

w = H H
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∂f
∂t

= {H, f}

∂f
∂t

+ ∇ ⃗Z ⋅ ( ⃗α f) = 0

Z

Cm

d~Z wi
@f

@t
+

I

@Cm

dS w�
i
\f~↵ · ~n�

Z

Cm

d~Z f~↵ ·r~Zwi = 0



DG for full-f gyrokinetics

• GK is a Hamiltonian system, with , and a non-

canonical Poisson bracket: 

                  


• Same DG weak form, recall : 
 

                   


• Implicit conservation laws via integrals:


• particle conservation                            by taking 


• energy conservation                             by taking , requires  continuous


• since  must be continuous,  must be continuous — use standard FEM for Poisson eq.


• conservation laws require integrals to be computed exactly! (i.e. no aliasing errors)


• exact integration with numerical quadrature

H =
1
2

mv2
∥ +

1
2

mv2
⊥ + qϕ

{F,G} =
~B⇤

mB⇤
k
·
✓
rF

@G

@vk
� @F

@vk
rG

◆
� b̂

qB⇤
k
⇥rF ·rG

⃗α = { ⃗Z , H}
Z

Cm

d~Z wi
@f

@t
+

I

@Cm

dS w�
i
\f~↵ · ~n�

Z

Cm

d~Z f~↵ ·r~Zwi = 0

w = 1

w = H H

H ϕ

∼ 𝒪(NqNb) ∼ 𝒪(N3
b)
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~↵ = {~Z,H}
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Orthonormal bases to the rescue

• Modal expansion in each cell: 


• Fundamental operations are tensor products, e.g. volume term:


• Naively, this requires  operations, same as quadrature (without aliasing)


• But if we choose basis functions to be orthonormal,          is sparse!


• We use “Serendipity” Legendre polynomials as our orthonormal basis functions


• Use a computer algebra system (Maxima) to compute sparse  
tensor products analytically and generate solver kernels

𝒪(N3
b)
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f(~Z, t) =
NbX

k

fk(t)wk(~Z)f(~Z, t) =
NbX

k

fk(t)wk(~Z)

 !
T ijk

Z
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d~Z f~↵ ·rwi =
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Computer-generated DG kernels
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𝚘𝚞𝚝i = ∑
j,k

T ijk ⋅ ⃗α j fk



Computer-generated DG kernels

• Maxima generates thousands of lines of machine-written C code… no 
loops!
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Computer-generated DG kernels

• Maxima generates thousands of lines of machine-written C code… no 
loops!
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540 multiplications,  
608 additions

163,840 multiplications, 
 98,304 additions

5D GK, piecewise linear basis = 32 basis functions

𝚘𝚞𝚝i = ∑
j,k

T ijk ⋅ ⃗α j fk



Computer-generated DG kernels

• Maxima generates thousands of lines of machine-written C code… no 
loops!
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540 multiplications,  
608 additions

163,840 multiplications, 
 98,304 additions

5D GK, piecewise linear basis = 32 basis functions

Code is ~30x faster than old nodal version w/ quadrature!

𝚘𝚞𝚝i = ∑
j,k

T ijk ⋅ ⃗α j fk



Computer-generated DG kernels

• Maxima generates thousands of lines of machine-written C code… no 
loops!

• Easier to generalize to different dimensionality/polynomial order, add 
new terms, debug/test, etc.
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5D GK, piecewise linear basis = 32 basis functions
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NSTX gas-puff-imaging (GPI) diagnostic vs
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